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AQUA IN THE SHOWER

$30.00

$31.00

Formulated for all hair types, Aqua Hair
Extensions' Shampoo gently cleanses hair
without stripping away vital nutrients. Aqua
shampoo is manufactured protein, gluten,
sulfate, and paraben-free, it's designed
specifically for hair extensions, and it's safe to
use on both color and keratin-treated hair.

Formulated for all hair types, Aqua Hair
Extensions' Conditioner nourishes and hydrates
hair to eliminate dryness and provide a glossy
shine. Aqua conditioner is manufactured
protein, gluten, sulfate, and paraben-free, it's
designed specifically for hair extensions, and it's
safe to use on both color and keratin-treated
hair.
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AQUA treats

$56.00

Aqua Hair Extensions' Hair Mask, your
extensions will feel as soft and as luxurious as
they were when they were applied. This mask
was designed to revitalize and hydrate; and
after application, your hair will be soft and
manageable. Specially formulated with a unique
blend of nutrients that will rejuvenate, repair,
and rebuild elasticity leaving hair as shiny,
smooth, and hydrated without weighing it down.

Don't let the sun, salt or chlorine leave your hair
dry and brittle. Aqua Hair Extensions' leave-in
conditioner is formulated to hydrate, detangle,
and fight frizz. With added UV and heat
protection, our leave-in conditioner works to
restore extra dry and damaged hair.

$30.00
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AQUA detangles
deal for Detangling / Styling / Blow drying
Hygienic and durable with resistance to heat
Boar bristles provide polish and added shine.
Ergonomic handle designed for comfort.
This travel size brush is perfect for travel or to
throw in your bag.

$28.00

Ideal for Detangling / Styling / Blow drying
Hygienic and durable with resistance to heat
Boar bristles provide polish and added
shine.Ergonomic handle designed for comfort.

$34.00
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the princess package
This home care kit includes:
1 X 10oz shampoo
1 X 10oz conditioner
1X full size boar bristle brush.
$85.00
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the queen kit
This home care kit includes:
1 X 33.8 oz shampoo
1 X 33.8 oz conditioner
1 X hair mask
1 X one mini boar bristle brush
1 X large boar bristle brush
$230.00
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